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This pres ent ati on should i ndic ate the problems, and the care
whi ch must be taken in treating
"hybrids" or odd-plumaged birds of any
sor t, I cann ot overe mphasi ze t he need for detailed written (or taperecorded ) descri pti ons of such birds --nor can I overemphasize the need
f
the collecting
and dep ositing i n museums of specimens of extraord~arily
"odd" bir ds. I reali ze t hat collecting
does not appeal to many
peopl e--i ndee d as such it ha s no appe al to me. However, specimens ~re
sci entific
do cuments , avail abl e fo r care ful st udy to many specialists
over gener ati ons (and mean s of t hei r appr aisa l are subject to change).
As s uch, they "fe ed back" inform ati on fr om whi ch we can infer evolut i onar y dyn amic s and relation ships , determine some causes (as in
fea t her colo r analysis , bi ochemi cally), and upon which ultimately
are
based discussions
such as that above. Judicious--and
of course legal-collecting
of "odd" individuals
of commoner avian species for these
reasons is to be encouraged. As examples of the kinds of information
handers have supplied, and studies they have stimulated through appropriate collecting
of specimens I citer 1) the apparent hybrid Blackpoll
x Northern Waterthrush,
and evaluation
of the relationships
of warbler
relationships
and variation by Short and Robbins (Auk, 841 534-543,
1967); and 2) a number of Slate-colored
Junco x White-throated
Sparrow
hybr ids, sever al collected through banding oper ati ons, re sulting in reappr aisal of t he relationships
of th e "genera" Zon ot r ic hia and Junco,
and of the se s pecies in particular
( see Short and Simon, Condor~
438-442, 19651 and Short, Auk, 861 84-105, 1969).
--American Museum of Natural History,
City University
of New York.
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RETURNSOF TRANSIENTSHOREBIRDS
By Betty Knorr
Recent studies have shown (Nisbet) that with the exception of waterfowl and hawks, there are very few returns on record for birds that
have been banded as transients.
To be classified
as true transients,
such birds can only be specie~ that do not nest or spend the winter in
the area where they are banded.
·
Considering the fact that comparatively few shorebirds
are banded
(Van Velzen), the 40 returns I've gotten on transient
shorebirds
seem
particularly
noteworthy, These birds nest on the Arctic Tundra and spend
the winter in Central and South America, stoppin g only briefly
in my area durin g their migrations.
Ten years ago when my husband and I moved to the coastal area of
Sout~ Amboy, New Jersey, I decided to start a shorebird banding project.
Getting started with such a project did present a number of problems and
continuin g it has not been easy, First of all, in this crowded metropolitan area it is difficult
to find a suitable place to capture shorebirds.
Most of the beaches are constantly disrupted by an assortment of human
activity
and are therefore unsuitable
for attemptin g to catch shorebirds,
After several uneuccesful eflbrts we finally decided that a portion of the
South Amboy landfill
looked like the best place to get started.
This area is situated on Raritan Bay near the mouth of the Raritan
River, The entire area might best be described as being one big "Pollution City". Travelers crossing the Garden State Parkway bridge are often
shrouded in thick haze as factories
belch and spew their odoriferous
smog
24 hours a day. The bay has sometimes been described by politicians
as
being a huge open sewer and the beaches are often embalmed with black
tar-like
goo, the results of oil spills
from ships and local refineries.
Nevertheless,
shorebirds do occur here, and sometimes in large numbers.
The area is known to bird watchers because it is one of the few
places on the coast where rare gulls can be found regularly.
European
species such as the Little Gull and Black-headed Guli can often be seen
here, however, but many transients
do occur here as well as wintering
gulls and waterfowl.
In addition to shorebirds,
other species that I have
banded in this spot include1 Black-crowned Night Heron Herring Gull
Rin g-billed Gull, Laughing Gull, Bonaparte's
Gull, Co~on Tern, Black Tern,
Black Skimmer, Horned Lark and Snow Bunting,
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After selecting
this area as the site of our shorebird project we
were anxious to get started,
Our'tta frwa s pityfully
small - only one
bander(me), and one assistant
(my husb and ), We weren't discouraged,
however; at least not yet. That part came later!
J had always wondered why so few shoreb irds were ever banded, A
great many banders live in areas where these birds do occur yet few of
them band shorebirds,
And very few band shoreb irds in the same place
year af ter year, Why? Could it be that most handers are hung up on Warblers or chasing the mouth-wateri ng rarities?
No, I don 't think so, Actually the answer is ver y simple, Banding shor ebirds is just as easy as
banding warblers, The only difference
is that ca tching the shorebirds
is something else!

These fast flying birds have exceptional
vision and their acrobatic maneuvering to avoid hitting the nets are spectacular
as they whiz
by going over, under, around and through holes in the nets, The techniques and equipment used to catch shorebirds are very different
from
those used for most species,
(Knorr) Usually, the nets are set out on
the open mud flats or exposed beaches, The flat terrain with no camouflaging background silhouettes
the nets making them clearly visible
against the sky, Winds are always strong and changing tides are a problem.
Trudging through slippery mud in cumbersome hot hip boots while trying to
swat Green-headed flies and hordes of mosquitoes is truly no picnic!
A few banders who managed to endure these difficulties
for a short
while soon gave up banding shorebirds because they encountered too many
casualties.
After 10 years of banding these species I am thoroughly convinced that 99% of all shorebird casualties
can be blamed on the bander,
Any bander who strings up a bunch of nets for shorebirds and checks them
only every 15 minutes or so is truly courting disaster,
To me, a dead bird in the net or trap is a personal tragedy, All
handers should remember that the primary purpose of banding is to catch
the bird, band it, and release it unharmed, so that something can be
learned about it in the future, At times a few "scientific"
banders(who
never have qualms about casualties)
have accused me of being overly sentimental, Well, maybe so,.,,but
I don't learn much from dead birds and
they don't produce usable data for the Banding Lab, either, True, some
can be salvaged for study skins, but most banders don't bother unless it
happens to be a rare species.
When banding shorebirds I use only 2 nets (2 J/8" mesh x 60') which
are set up individually
about 200' apart, Our banding "headquarters"
are
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situated back on the beach between the two nets. The nets are under
constant observation and birds are removed as soon as they are caught.
I never leave a shorebird in a net to act as a decoy, While this p;actice can be safely used for some other species
it will often result in
injury or death to shorebirds,
The idea that the distress
calls of trapped decoys will sometimes lure others into the net does not work, The
only problem is that most shorebirds caught in the net do not utter distress calls unless they are truly in distress
due to the pain of constricting
s1mnds of the netl Perhaps shorebirds on their breeding grounds
will vocalize in the net, but transients
are usually silertwhen
caught unless they are suffering,
Most shorebirds are very susceptible
to net in~uries. They are especially
susceptible
to hanging themselves and to inJury of the axillar region under the wings, Most shorebirds left in a net
for more than a couple df minutes will show some degree of injury under
the wings. When caught in a net these birds can also drown very quickly
in only a tiny puddle of water and for this reason I do not set nets over
water.
Although shorebirds are usually difficult
to catch, once in a while
a whole flock will hit the nets simultaneously.
A few years ago another
bander and a friend came along with us to act as helpers.
They were used
to seeing nets strung up all over the place at O,R, stations
and just
could not understand why I would use ~nly two nets. They reasoned that the
four of us could easily handle more nets, A few minutes later in one swoop
we had 93 birds in the two netsl An exceptionally
high tide was coming in
rapidly and we worked frantically
extricating
the birds while water surrounded us, Although some of the birds had sore wings, there were no casualties.
The first year (1961) we caught only 30 birds of 2 species.
The next
year we improved our techniques and moved our location about J/4 of a mile
down the beach and we have since remained in that location,
Unfortunately,
we ran into a serious problem. Although our station is within view of a
busy highway, the only access to the area is by a little
known and seldom
used dead-end dirt road. This semi-isolated
spot has become a haven for illegal hunters, "pot" parties and drinking sprees. The local authorities
have
not been able to stop the illegal
slaughter of birds and they rarily catch
the other violators,
When these youths have guns and get "hopped up",anything
can happen and on several occasions they laughingly shot at us deliberately.
one woman on a passing train lost an eye from a bullet fired by one of these
idiots.
During 1968 the situation
was so bad and dangerous that we had to
discontinue
all banding in the area. Last year the situation
eased a bit
and when we were able to get two husky assistants
who bolstered
our cour:ge
we again resumed our shorebird banding.
'

When I first
started the project I decided to learn as much as I
possibly could about shorebirds.
Although many good books and arti cles
have been written about these fascinating
birds,
there is still much to
be learned. Many questions
arose and it was my aim to try t o fi nd some
of the answers. The bits and pieces of information
that I have accumulated can hardly stratch the surface; rather , t hey can be cons i der ed as
only adding a few links to an already existi ng chain. The material pr esented in this paper is only intended as a brie f summary of general i nformation on shorebird ~banding. More specifi c and detaile d i nform ati on
on age and sex ratios,
measurements, weights, etc., will be presented
in separate future articles.
A Lot of Questi ons and a Few Answer s
(1)

Where do shorebirds

come from?

Although textbooks give their general range and suggested routes of
migration,
specific
details
are still lacking.
So far I have captured 3
Semipalmated Sandpipers that were banded elsewhere.
The first was banded
as an adult at Duntas Marsh, Ontario, Canada, on May 27, 19.58 and trapped
and released by me on August 18, 1961. The second one was banded (no age
given) at Ocean City, Maryland, on August 4, 1962 and trapped and released by me on August .5, 1963, The data on the third peep is still a mystery as the band was so badly worn that the complete number could not be
deciphered.
(2)
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Where do shorebirds

go from here?

Reference books (Bent, Peterson, Hall) list the nesting area for
these birds as generally being the Arctic Tundra. Some species have a
mote limited range, such as the Western Sandpiper which only breeds in
Alaska. As these remote arPas are so sparsely populated with humans I
have not had any recoveries
on their nesting grounds. Only one of my
birds has been recovered in its wintering area. This was a Semipalm.
Plover that I banded as an adult on August 1, 1963 and was reported
shot September 6, 1964 on the French island of Martinique,
off the coast
of South America.

(J) Do any "f these shorebirds
Indeed they
During the past
Table 2) and 40
were previously

return

to this

area?

do! This was one of the questions
that intrigued me most.
10 years I've gotten 41 returns
on these shorebirds (see
of these are definitely
transients.
Some of these returns
published (Knorr).

(4)

Why do these

birds

stop at this

particular
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spot?

A glance at a map will reveal that this area is geographically
situated in a likely spot to attract
shorebirds
that migrate along
the coast of New England. Also, since one of my foreign peeps came
from Dundas, Ontario, a straight
line sotl.th-easterly
direction
indicates the area is the nearest coastal location for birds coming from
that section of Canada, It is also one of the few extensive areas that
remain undeveloped on the north N.J, shor e .
(.5)

Row lon g do birds

stay here?

~y records indicate that in spring the nortbound shorebirds
stop
here for only a day or two, Th~ bulk of these spring migrants pass through
between May 20th and June .5th. Southbound birds start to arrive around
July 15th. There is a constant turnover of new flocks arr.ivinf, and departing until the beginning of September, at which time almost all of these
shorebirds leave this area. My records of repeat captures durin g July
and August show that many birds stay in the area for 3 or 4 days and others probably less, These birds rarely stay in the area for a week or
more unless they arP injured or coated with oil slick.
(6)

Why are so few birds

in the area at low tide?

As the wat~r ~eceaes after a hi~h tide the birds generally
disperse
and spread out over a large area to feed. Some fl y across the bay to
Staten Island, N,Y., and others go south along the coast down as far as
Sandy Hook. When the tides change, the birds come back again to the South
Amboy Landfill
to rest and feed because the other suitable
areas are under
water at high tide. I had suspected this for a long time but was not able
to prove this theory until last year. One of my new assistants
is a pilot
and together we made a number of helicopter
tours of the entire region.
¥any flocks of shorebirds were seen arriving
and dispersing
with the change
of the tides.
(7)

How long do these shorebirds

live?

Published longevity records for most species of shorebirds
are apparently very few. Of the ones I've banded, one semi. Peep that returned 6
years after banding was more than a year old at the time it was banded. This
sandpiper is at least in its 8th year. The record of the Ruddy Turnstone
was actually
a local recovery. I banded this bird on August 11, 1956 and it
was found dead on August 11, 1968 a few miles south of the area. We did no
shorebird banding during 1968 because of the dangerous situation
which
I've already mentioned, but luckily this bird was found by Dave Schwendeman,
of the American Museum of Batural History and he preserved it as a study
skin. This bird was more than a year old when it was banded so was in at
least its .5th year.

(8) Do these
flights,

birds stop here only on their northbound
or do they stop here for both migrations?

or southbound

One of the return s I've gotten does indicate that some of these shorebirds do use this spot for both migrations.
This Semi. Peep was banded
on its fli ght sou th on August 11, 1962 and returned on its northward
migration on May 24, 1964.
(9) Can I learn

about ageing and sexing these
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The Semi. Peeps are the most abundant of the species that occur here and
their large numbers have provided unmistakeable evidence each year that
few young birds of the year stop in this area, Why so few HY birds occur
here is a complete mystery. Do they follow a different
migration route
on their first
journey south? Of the 40 transient
returns I have gotten
only one was banded as a hatching year bird!
(12) What can I learn about the various plumages,
parts, parasites
and diseases of these shorebirds?

changes of the soft

shorebirds?

I have found that most of the shoreb irds I catch can be aged and many
of them can be sexed by winr, and bil l measuremen ts , (Robbins ) These
measurements were taken on approxima tely 90% of al l the shor ebir ds I
have banded, After additional
compar ison wi th muse um spe cimens t hese
data will be published in a separate articl e, Si nce most of the shore
birds are captured on .~loudy days or at dusk the available
light is usually insufficient
for skulling,
However, most birds can be aged by
a careful examination of the plumage, The plumage and soft parts of
hatching year birds are usually distinctive
(Roberts) and the prolonged
molt of adult birds will usually show some traces of breeding plumage
or some faded ahd worn feathers
that are conspicuous among the new feathers, Some remnants of old faded feathers are usually present until at
least the beginming of September, A few species, however, may not have
such a prolonged molt, Sanderlings
seem to complete their molt much
sooner than other species and are so!Etimes ful l y feathered with their
fall plumage by mid August,
(10) What is the sex ratio?
Of the many birds that could be positively
sexed, the ratio of males to
females was usually about even, With semi. Peeps there does seem to be
a higher percentage of females. It varies a bit from year to year but
usually 65% of these birds are females, Tables of se x rat ios, wing measurements and bill measurements will be published in a seper ate future article,
(11) What is the age ratio?
Surprising
as it may seem, 90% of the shor ebird s,IT band are adults,
or
after hatching year birds. This lopsided r atio of adult to hatching year
birds has been consistent
every year! The few hatching year birds that
occur here do not arrive until almost the end of August, except Least
Sandpipers,
Semi, Plovers and some Sanderlings,
which arrive earlier,
After the first week of September almost all the shorebirds
are gone from
this area. This unusual age ratio is found among all the species of shorebirds I band,

This information

will

be published

(13) Can I learn

from their

in separate

articles.

body weights?

Although I have taken weights and noted the fat class of many shorebirds,
I have been unable to utilize
these statistics
in regard to their flight
range capabilities.
Weights have varied tremendously among birds capturad
in the same flocks, I think it's probabl~ that these birds have come from
different
areas and merged into new mixed flocks here at this location.
Those that have made long flights
over inland areas coming from the northwest would certainly
weight less than those that have been able to feed
along the New England coast. One very fat female Semi, Peep weighed almost
twice as much as a very small emaciated male I
(14) Is there a reliable
mated Sandpipers?

way to separate

Western Sandpipers

from Semipal-

After experimenting with various methods (Robbins) I believe that these
two similar species can be separated with measurements. Female Western
Peeps have a typically
very long bill-usually 25-28mm. Such birds cannot
possibly be confused with Semi. Peeps, Male Semi.Peeps have a tJ[pically
short bill (16-19mm) which is shorter than both female and male Western
Peeps. The bill range for Semi.Peeps is 16-23mm. The bill range for Western
Peeps is 21-28mm. Appar~ntly the only real problem of distinguishing
between the two species is when the bill measurements overlap. This does
occur with female Semi. Peeps and male Westerns. I have found that the
wing measurement will separate the species when the bill measurements overlap, The bill of the male Western can be shorter than that of a female
Semi, and when it is, the wing measurement is also correspondingly
shorter, Most male westerns average around 92-93mm for the wing whereas the
female Semi. Peeps average 97-lOOmm.
(15) What about band sizes
In my opinion

(Knorr)

there

for shorebirds?
should be a number of changes made in the
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suggested band sizes for shorebirds,
The return s I have gotten have shown
that some sizes recommended in the Banding Manual are too small, often
causing crippling and loss of toes and feet. Altho ugh the recommended size s
seem to fit well, tiny foreign parti cles (bits of shell, sand, etc. ) often become lodged under the bands, The close fi tti ng bands do not allow
these particles
to be swished out by natural water action and the resultin g
inritation
causes swelling of the tarsus aroun d the ba nd, If the birds
don't die from such infections
the foot usuall y bec omes withe red and useless and in time it will fall off - leaving a one-l egged unbanded bird.

Peterson, Roger T, 1958, A field guide to the birds, Boston, Ho~hton
Mifflin,
Robbins, Chandler S. 1963. Shorebird Identification,
EBBAWorkshop
Mannal, Vol, 2,
Robbins, Chandler S., and Bruun, Bertel, and Zim, Herbert. 1966, Birds
of North America. New York, Golden Press,
Roberts, Thomas S, 1932, A Manual for the Identification
of the Birds
of Minnesota and Neighboring States, Univ, Minn. Press.
VanVelzen, W,T. 1965. Bird Banding Notes. Vol, 5, No. 2.

(16) What conclusions can be made about the shorebirds in this area?
Not many, There is still much to be learned, Although there is not much
change in the spec i es that occur here, there has been a big change in the
number of birds, As will be noted in Table 1 there has been a general decrease in th e birds band.lid during the past 5 ye ars, During the firs t year
(1961) few birds were bande d although many bird s were in the area. The re sults of the next 3 yea rs i ndicate th e improvement in capturing tec hnique s
and equ ipment, But star ting in 1965, the numbers of birds banded and numbers seen in the area decline markedly, Since then, each year we have
worked longer and harder to capture fewer birds, Perhaps there may be a
general decrease in these species, Or maybe the changing ecology is forcing them to take different
routes of migration, I don't know, But one
thing is for sure, I do know that water pollution from chemicals, sewerage, and oil spills is taking a heavy toll of our shorebirds,
If I can
continue this project for another 10 years, perhaps I'll learn a few more
of the answers.

--81 Hope Road, New Shrewsbury,
(Tables on following

New Jersey

07724,

pages, ed,)
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